LIST OF CONFIRMATIONS AND WITHDRAWALS APPROVED BY THE 117TH STANDARDS APPROVAL COMMITTEE MEETING ON 11TH JANUARY 2018

CHEMICAL DEPARTMENT
WITHDRAWALS


ELECTROTECHNICAL DEPARTMENT
CONFIRMATIONS

14. **KS IEC 60051-6:1984** Kenya Standard — Direct acting indicating analogue electrical measuring instruments and their accessories Part 6: Special requirements for ohmmeters (impedance meters) and conductance meters
15. **KS IEC 60051-7:1984** Kenya Standard — Direct acting indicating analogue electrical measurements and their accessories Part 7: Special requirements for multi-function instruments
18. **KS IEC 60145:1963** Kenya Standard — Var-hour (reactive energy) meters
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24. KS IEC 62053-23:2003 Kenya Standard — Electricity metering equipment (a.c.) — Particular requirements Part 23: Static meters for reactive energy (classes 2 and 3)


WITHDRAWALS
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55. KS ISO 921:1997 & KS ISO 12794:2000 Kenya Standard — Nuclear energy – Vocabulary & Nuclear energy — Radiation protection — Individual thermoluminescence dosemeters for extremities and eyes respectively, To be replaced by the following three standards
   a) KS ISO 12749-2:2013
   b) KS ISO 12749-3:2015
   c) KS ISO 12749-4:2015


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Identification</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Replacement Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>66.</td>
<td>KS EAS 255-6:2009</td>
<td>Kenya Standard — Textiles — Quantitative chemical analysis Part 6: Mixtures of viscose or certain types of cupro or modal or lyocell and cotton fibres (method using formic acid and zinc chloride) to be replaced</td>
<td>KS ISO 1833-6:2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.</td>
<td>KS EAS 255-17:2009</td>
<td>Kenya Standard — Textiles — Quantitative chemical analysis Part 17: Mixtures of chlorofibres (homopolymers of vinyl chloride) and certain other fibres (method using sulfuric acid), to be replaced</td>
<td>KS ISO 1833-17:2006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Part 11: Mixtures of certain cellulose fibres and certain other fibres, To be replaced by KS ISO 1833-11:2017


89. KS ISO 9712:1999 Kenya Standard — Non-destructive testing — Qualification and certification of NDT personnel, to be replaced by KS ISO 9712:2012

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
CONFIRMATIONS


91. KS ISO 11334-4:1999 Kenya Standard — Assistive products for walking manipulated by one arm — Requirements and test methods Part 4: Walking sticks with three or more legs


102. KS 2316:2011 Kenya Standard — Thermoplastics piping systems — Non-end-load-bearing elastomeric sealing ring type joints between pressure pipes and...
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moulded fittings — Test method for leak tightness under internal hydrostatic pressure without end thrust


WITHDRAWALS


FOOD AND AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT

CONFIRMATIONS


118. **KS EAS 79:1999** Kenya Standard — Cereals and pulses as grain — Methods of sampling

119. **KS 43-3:2008** Cereals and pulses — Methods of test Part 3: Determination of insect infestation in pulses


129. **KS EAS 129:1999** Kenya Standard — Guide on essential requirements for storage of cereals and pulses
133. **KS ISO 5514:1979** Kenya Standard — Soya beans products — Determination of cresol red index
140. **KS 693:2010** Kenya Standard — Specification for seeds for bulb vegetables
141. **KS 690:2010** Kenya Standard — Specification for seeds for legumes
146. **KS EAS 70:2007** Kenya Standard — Dairy milk ices and dairy ice creams — specification
147. **KS ISO 12082:2006** Kenya Standard — Cheese and processed cheese products — Calculation of the content of added citrate emulsifying agents and acidifiers/ph- controlling agents, expressed as citric acid
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159. KS ISO 6887-5:2010 Kenya Standard — Milk and milk products — General guidance for the preparation of test samples, initial; suspensions and decimal dilutions for microbiological examination
175. KS 14:1976 Kenya Standard — Determination of titratable acidity in milk
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182. KS 78:1978 Kenya Standard — Methods for the chemical analysis of butter
187. KS CAC/RCP 5:1971 Kenya Standard — Recommended international code of hygienic practice for dehydrated fruits and vegetables including edible fungi
188. KS CAC/RCP 3:1969 Kenya Standard — Recommended international code of hygienic practice for dried fruits
190. KS CAC/RCP 2:1969 Kenya Standard — Recommended international code of hygienic practice for canned fruit and vegetable products
204. KS CODEX STAN 41:1981 Kenya Standard — Specification for quick frozen broccoli
207. KS CODEX STAN 52:1981 Kenya Standard — Quick frozen spinach
212. KS ISO 972:1997 Kenya Standard — Chillies and capsicums, whole or ground (powdered) — Specification
213. KS 146 2011 Kenya Standard — cereals and pulses — Guide on storage
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WITHDRAWALS


244. **KS EAS 2:2013** Kenya Standard — Maize grains — Specification, to be replaced by KS EAS 2:2017
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256. **KS EAS 748 2010** Kenya Standard — Fresh potato tuber (ware potato tuber) — Specification, to be replaced by **KS EAS 748:2017**

257. **KS 789 2017** Kenya Standard — Fresh onions — Specification, to be replaced by **KS EAS 894:2017**


259. **KS EAS 66 Parts 1 to 4:2000** Kenya Standard — Tomato products — Specification Part 1: Canned tomatoes Part 2: Tomato juice Part 3: Tomato concentrates (puree and paste) Part 4: Highly seasoned tomato products (sauce and ketchup) to be replaced by the following standards:
   - a) **KS EAS 66-1:2017**
   - b) **KS EAS 66-2:2017**
   - c) **KS EAS 66-3:2017**
   - d) **KS EAS 66-4:2017**


**SERVICES DEPARTMENT CONFIRMATIONS**


263. **KS 2277-3:2012** Kenya Standard — Schools and colleges — Safety for design and technology Part 3: Teaching areas, equipment, tools and processes


**WITHDRAWAL**

266. **KS ISO 11121:2009** Recreational diving services — Requirements for introductory programmes to scuba diving, To be replaced by **KS ISO 11121:2017**

**TRADE AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT CONFIRMATIONS**

267. **KS ISO 11649:2009** Kenya Standard — Financial services — Core banking — Structured creditor to remittance information


WITHDRAWALS


